Rent2Buy Terms and Conditions
Rent2Buy is your opportunity to take a test rental prior to purchase of a used vehicle from the nationwide
rental car and van fleets of Hertz (UK) Ltd (“we”, “us”). Your test rental will be for up to 5 days at special
low rates which are waived if you choose to purchase the vehicle. The following terms and conditions
apply:
1.

Rent2Buy rental

1.1

The terms of the Hertz Rental Agreement apply to your rental of the vehicle in the same way as
for any normal rental. These can be found on your Rental Record and in the Rental Wallet. You
and any authorised drivers will need to meet our usual age and driver qualification criteria (please
ask for details).

1.2

You are entitled to one free additional driver for your Rent2Buy rental.

1.3

If you decide to purchase the vehicle you will not have to pay the basic Rent2Buy rental rate
quoted to you, but will still be responsible to us for payment of optional extras taken for the rental,
such as Super Cover or personal insurance.

1.4

If you breach the Rental Agreement prior to purchase of the Vehicle, we reserve the right to
recover the Vehicle and sell it to a third party. We will also charge you for any sums owing from
you in relation to the Rental Agreement, such as for damage incurred during the rental. If you
damage the vehicle during the test drive, we will not amend the purchase price.

1.5

If the vehicle breaks down during your rental and is not repairable at the roadside, we will try to
find a similar vehicle as a replacement for you to test with a view to purchase. If no such vehicle is
available or you do not wish to continue the Rent2Buy rental, you will not be charged for your
rental, provided the breakdown is not your fault. However, if no similar alternative vehicle is
available, we will provide you with another vehicle so that you can complete your journey and
return to the original renting branch. We accept no liability for any financial losses arising from
vehicle breakdowns.

1.6

If you are already a long term renter and wish to purchase your existing vehicle, you may choose
to skip the test drive option and request a purchase price quote via your renting location. We will
then issue you with a price based on its last recorded mileage and condition unless advised
differently by you by visiting any Hertz office to prove otherwise.

1.7

We reserve the right to refuse any test drive requests or withdraw the discounted rates if we
suspect, or if it is established, that the Rent2Buy programme is being abused by you, your
authorised drivers or a third party.

2.

Rent2Buy vehicle

2.1

We endeavour to provide a vehicle that meets your requested requirements as quickly as we can,
but always subject to availability. We are unable to guarantee the date of delivery of a requested
vehicle, but will provide you with our estimated delivery date and update you if there are any
problems. We accept no liability for any financial losses arising from delays to delivery dates,
whether written or implied.

2.2

Please note that we can’t accept any responsibility for any inaccuracies in the vehicle description
which are always subject to confirmation on delivery of the vehicle to us for your Rent2Buy rental.
This includes any recorded mileage readings taken from the website or quotes and any radio
codes issued post-sale

2.3

Any images provided on our websites are for reference only and intended to indicate examples of
the kinds of vehicles we have available rather than as indicators of exact vehicle appearance and
condition.

2.4

Your Rent2Buy vehicle will be provided to you from our rental fleet, so you can expect it to be in
good operating condition, subject to the BVRLA’s Fair Wear and Tear Policy. Any notable
damage will be disclosed to you on our Vehicle Pre-Rental Inspection Form. The vehicle will not,
however, be provided in typical second hand car showroom condition (e.g. waxed and polished).

2.5

We accept no responsibility for missing removable items such as parcel-shelves, handbooks,
wheel hubs, floor mats, cigarette lighters, sat-nav discs, multi-media connectors, cables &
accessories, iso-fix parts, warning triangles, first aid kits and such like items. This list is not
exhaustive.

3.

Customer care
We will forward your contact details to our Customer Care Team, who will contact you during your
Rent2Buy rental to ask how you are finding the vehicle and answer any questions you may have
about the vehicle or the process. You can contact them directly by telephoning 0207 365 9035.

4.

Payment process

4.1

The price quoted on the website for any vehicle is indicative and subject to change. We will inform
you of the price for the Rent2Buy vehicle at the start of your rental and you will be sent a final
invoice confirming the purchase price via email during the test drive period

4.2

You must pay us the agreed price for the vehicle promptly on request, either directly or through
your authorised representative. Payment should be made by electronic transfer to our bank (see
details below). Telegraphic transfers are treated as instantaneous payment on confirmation from
our bank. B.A.C.S. payments take three working days to arrive on our account.

5.

Transfer of ownership

5.1

Property in the vehicle shall not pass to you until we have received notification from our bank that
the agreed price has been received and cleared.

5.2

Once we have received confirmation that you have paid the purchase price for the vehicle, we will
agree a mutually convenient day and time to terminate the rental and transfer the vehicle and log
book to you. You will then be the legal owner of the vehicle with sole responsibility for all
insurance required by law.

5.3

We will forward your details to the DVLA to record you as the new registered keeper of the
vehicle unless otherwise advised by you.

5.4

The vehicle will be sold to you with the benefit of all remaining fuel and road tax.

6.

Our responsibility to you

6.1

We will provide you with a statement detailing the service and repair history of the vehicle prior to
purchase including copies of any MOT certificates.

6.2

We will typically sell the Vehicle to you during the validity of the manufacturer’s warranty, which
will transfer to you. Please ask how much, if any, of the manufacturer’s warranty period remains
for your benefit on purchase. We do not provide any other warranty or guarantee.

6.3

Nothing in these terms and conditions affects your statutory rights.

6.4

We cannot guarantee the availability of any spare keys as these may already have been used
during the rental life of the vehicle.

7.

Your responsibility
You are responsible for checking the condition of the vehicle prior to purchase. By purchasing the
vehicle you are representing to us that you have inspected the vehicle and believe it is of
satisfactory quality, fit for purpose and meets the description provided to you.

8.

After- sales contact
You may contact us during normal office hours following purchase of your Rent2Buy vehicle at.:
E-mail: rent2buyuk@hertz.com
Telephone: 0207 365 9035

Fax: 0207 3654197
9.

Governing Law
Any dispute regarding these terms will be governed by the law and subject to the jurisdiction of
the courts of England and Wales.

Payment Details
Car Sales bank account details:
Deutsche Bank AG
6 Bishopsgate
EC2P 2AP
London
UK

Account Name: Hertz UK Ltd.
Sort Code: 23-10-48
Account Number: 19796504
Bank Code: 405081

If the bank asks for a reference number when making payment, please quote the vehicle registration
number or the invoice number.
Additional info for overseas payments:
BIC: DEUTGB2L
IBAN: GB62DEUT40508119796504

